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Shameless attempt 
to use Controversial 

Cash in Cupboard 
Results in yet another BPP Fiasco!

Senior Employees fedup of Dinshaw Mehta

Sadly the sorry affairs of the BPP 
just keep getting worse and 
worse. P.T. has been following 

the story of the alleged Dady House 
Sale and the mysterious disappearance 
of the ‘maybe/maybe-not’ 20 Lakhs! A 
couple of weeks ago (on the 16th of 
September) this amount turned up in 
one of the many cupboards that hadn’t 
been opened since late Mehli Colah’s 

passing.  Apart from Land Deeds and Jewellery that has landed in the 
BPP hands, this money too has allegedly come from illegal ‘kabzaa’ 
and is alleged to be the money from the sale of Dady House.

amounting to jail time and heavy penalties, not to mention being 
shamed by an entire Community, one would presume that an 
investigation be taken seriously into the matter.

However true to their grand nonsensical style the BPP 
Trustees are embroiled in  yet another classic case of ‘he 
said she said’ over the ‘alleged’ attempt to tamper with this  
20 Lakhs!!!!

Parsi Point

Point of View
Old & Wise / Young & Free 

Opinions of PT Readers, back on 
Popular Demand!!! Page 09

Shirin Merchant Speaks  Pg. 12

The entire story on Pg. 07
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An Open Letter to Dinshaw Mehta
Dear Editor, 

The recent articles that have appeared in the Parsi Times and Parsiana clearly indicate 
and confirm that not only is there a lack of unanimity among the BPP Trustees but foul play is 
rampant.

There is no reason whatsoever to sit and wait for the next election; the collective memory 
of the voter will suffer from Pulav Dal amnesia by 2015! One wonders about the level of 
intelligence of the general public if they voted such persons into positions of power that were 
once held by august Community members.  One must recall that those people resigned as 
a protest against the present Chairman.  Yet, over food, drink and entertainment, we were 
lured into voting him and his coterie of “do-badders’. WAPIZ itself is a group of people who 
harbor old fashioned thoughts and nurse giant sized egos whilst laying the foundations for self 
aggrandizement and financial benefit. 

The battle of the renegade priests, the vulture culture at the Tower of Silence, the plans 
for redevelopment of colonies, the friendly interest of the Lodha group and its chief and the 
questionable sale of property, will all get inter-connected over a period of time if we are not 
careful.

The solution is to request some sterling individuals to step forward and dethrone the present 
set of Trustees by calling for an emergency re-election.  Persons like Cyrus Guzdar, Ratan Tata, 
Cyrus Mistry, Homi Khushrokhan and such should be approached to take the lead and put the 
BPP back on track.  These are persons who have no time or desire for personal gains either 
financial or egotistical.  They are all more qualified than the current lot who have, over the 
past few years, exposed our Community, through the media, in shame.  Never before has so 
much dirty linen been washed in public.  We have become the laughing stock of the country 
from a Community that was always respected for our honesty, integrity and forthrightness.
Jamshed Irani

TWITTER  https://twitter.com/TheParsiTimesFaceBook Like: Parsi Times

Dear Readers,

My favourite memories of Diwali will always 
be sitting with my Grandpa for his chai time at  
6 p.m., his regular biscuits swapped out for some 
Diwali mithai that has been sent over by friends of 
the family. Just sitting like two old foggies on his 

verandah, grumbling about the noise pollution and watching the dogs for 
a reaction each time we heard a disastrous ‘laddi’ or ‘phataka’ cutting 
through the air! I never understood how he could swap out a batasa for a 

Diwali is upon us. Broken coconuts and marigolds are strewn in the 

and mithai distributing moments earlier this week.

In the midst of it all we were happy to make this edition for you. Heavy 

Special Diwali Edition. Here on, we invite you all to send us your unedited 
thoughts for the space! 

A special thank you to Dilkhush for making one of our most special 

the time I was struggling to brush up on my Gujarati and her daughter so 
sweetly helped me out with Ratamai’s special Alphabet Capsule in a 25 
minute session! Its true! Ratamai can teach you the alphabet in under 
half an hour!! We even printed a special Learn Gujarati module based 

conducted in Gujarati but we really wanted the Community to read about 
this wonderful lady and so have taken the liberty to translate it into English 
for those who are not so great with their Gujurati.

passions and our values and glow in the brightness of a promising future.

Freyan.
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A 39 years young and simple natured man from 
Deolali, with his own family business and currently 
living in joint family looking for a young, unmarried, 

simple and good natured match.
Contact: 9049181911/ 9921172223;  

Email: shanazgodrej@yahoo.com

years, conducted by Er. Dr. Ramiyar P. Karanjia 
Covering Topics:

Course Fees: Rs. 1,000/-

rse.

“THE ZOROASTRIAN WAY OF LIFE”
Present

POINT TO NOTE: It’s the message, not the messenger you might be mad at! Please Note: The opinions expressed in ‘Letters to the Editor’ 
are those of Readers and contributors and do not necessarily express the opinion of our Publication. We reserve only the right to ‘edit for 

doubts and issues about the content of the letters, they are requested to contact the individual authors if his / her details are mentioned.
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Roj Sarosh, Mah Ardibehesht 
was the the Salgreh day of 
Agiary of Mahuva Parsi Anjuman 
and fell on 3rd October, 2014. 
As per tradition, a morning 
Jashan Ceremony was held in 
the Agiary Hall and performed 
by 2 priests of the Agiary. The 
Agiary is managed by Malesar 
Behdin Anjuman, 

After the Jashan, about 
120 young and old Parsis from 
surrounding villages proceeded 
to the newly renovated Manek 
Wadi Hall. Even Parsis from 
Navsari and Surat came to see 
Shri Sam Chothia, Managing 
Trustee of Valsad Parsi Anjuman 
and Vice- President B Zone of 
FPZAI chair the function. 

Mr. Marezban Baria, 
President of Bilimora Parsi 
Anjuman was the special 
invitee on this occasion. After 
the humbandagi, President 
of Mahuva Parsi Anjuman Shri 
Hosi Bajina welcomed all the 
Hamdins and gave the details 
of Mahuva Anjuman’s activities. 
President Shri Bejina felicitated 
Shri Chothia and Shri Baria  
and Trustee Dr. Hosang Mogal 
introduced the special invitees 
to the audience. 

In his inspiring speech, 
Dr. Mogal suggested that 

Mr. Chothia should take the 
lead under the banner of the 
FPZAI and represent to the 
Government of India to award 
the Bharat Ratna (Posthumous) 
to beloved Field Marshal Sam 
Manekshaw (Apro Sam). It was 
Dr. Mogal’s suggestion that 
all (small or large) Anjumans 
should jointly put the proposal 
to Prime Minister of India and 
if required, start post-card 
writing to Prime Minister by 
each and every Hamdin residing 
in any part of India. 

Shri Chothia unveiled a 
photograph of the late Mrs. 
Arnavaz Patel and also a plaque 
showing a handsome donation 
of Rs. 5 lakh given by Shri 
Ardeshir Patel (Andheriwala) 
in the memory of his wife 
Arnavaz.  After this, the special 

invitees felicitated Shri Farzan 
and Shri Zarksis who passed 

brothers are the sons of Mr. & 
Mrs. Sapal and Dhan Besania, 
both of them belong to Mahuva. 
Smt. Gool and Shri Eruch Bhoja 
and Smt. Nargish and Shri Eruch 
Mistry are the two couples who 
have crossed 50 years of their 
married life. They were also 
felicitated by shawl and gift by 
the Chief Guest of the day. 

Two young boys were also 
felicitated. Shri Firdaush 
Bacha has covered the 5231 
kms.  journey from Mahuva 
to Leh (Ladakh) and back 
on a mototbike crossing 
Gujarat,  Rajasthan, Hariyana, 
Chandigarh, Punjab, Himachal 
Pradesh, Jammu and Kashmir 
and back all in a span of 16 

days! He was felicitated by Shri 
Chothia giving a Silver Medal on 
behalf of the Anjuman.  

Shri Khodabux Bacha 
is a very active athlete, in 
wrestling and judo too. A 
student of B.Com, he has won 
many awards and prizes in 
school, Game Federation of 
India, Gujarat 
State as 
well as ‘Khel 
Mahakumbh’, 
organized by 
Government 
of Gujarat. 
He was also 
honored with 
a Silver Medal 
by the Chief 
Guest of the 
f u n c t i o n . 
Mr. Chothia 

praised the Mahuva Anjuman’s 
activities and explained the 
problems of small Anjumans 
and the defunct Anjumans. He 
assured the audience that he 
would do his best to help the 
situation. Shri Baria described 
Bilimora Anjuman’s social 
responsibilities and how the 
Anjuman helps the weaker 
section of the Community. He 
thanked the President and 
Trustees of Mahuva Anjuman 
for inviting him on this occasion 
and promised to extend his 
helping hand in the Anjuman’s 
problems. 

The function ended with 
“Chhaiye Ame Zarthosti” 
followed by the National 
Anthem. All Hamdins enjoyed 
the lunch served by Mrs. Soonu 
Kasad of Avan Baug, Navsari. 
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From the 21st October, 2014 to 27th October, 
2014 Mr. Aspi Patel, a well known photographer 
is exhibiting his collection “Architecture Beyond 

Platitude” at Jehangir Terrace Art Gallery from 11.00 
am to 07.00 pm. 

Here’s a little bit about Mr. Aspi Patel... A naturalist by heart, Mr. Patel has spent his entire life 
capturing in his heart and camera various shades of life. He is a passionate photographer. He has been 

January 2012.

President.
He has also given slide shows and lectured at the above institute, which is one of the oldest and 

Parsi Times: Dear Aspi, you

Aspi Patel:  

me and the mind is used for technicalities to 

P.T.: 

A.P.: 

thoroughly to make optimum use of it. Then 

P.T.: 

A.P.: 
P.T.: 

A.P.: 

for most of my work.
P.T.: 

A.P.: 

the result, an idea germinated in my mind that architecture could 

to make pleasing but unusual images.
P.T.: 

A.P.: Photography is slowly but surely picking up as an art form in 

n FocusFn FoFococucusus

tober,
rapher 
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11.00 

Catch Architecture Beyond Platitude at Jehangir Terrace Art 
Gallery till the 27th October, 2014 from 11:00 am to 07:00 pm
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A chat with the author
Parsi Times: Tell us a little 
about yourself and your career 
as an author.
Katie Bagli: I am an ardent 

occupation, especially as at 

a nature lover like me after 

P.T.:
one do you think has the most 

K.B.:
story has the most important 

of them; I feel is 
just as important.
P.T.: Why did you 
choose the subject 
of Environmental 

K.B.: Environmental 

my blood and very 
much a part of my 
heart and soul.  
P.T.:

K.B.: My books are for the 

adults too.  In fact, I have been 
told by a friend that teachers 
could make use of my books 
to teach about environment to 
their students.
P.T.: Where do you 

K.B.: My book has been 
stocked at Bombay 
Natural History Society 
and many other 
bookstores by my 
publishers, Shreebooks.
P.T.: Any plans for a 

K.B.:
more books on nature and the 
environment.  In fact the next 
in the pipeline is a book of 
stories about creatures that 

or have misconceptions about 
them.
P.T.:

and book lovers
K.B.:

About a book

health of our planet.  
Our planet is the only 
planet in the entire 
solar system to have 

that makes it blue, so 
the title of the book 
is a metaphor on the 

that it nurtures.  The 

has endeavored in 

does not depress its readers and also educates the readers in a 
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October, 2014  at BNHS, Hornbill House, in the presence of BNHS 
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It is ironic that while India and Pakistan trade bullets and kill 
innocents across the LOC in Kashmir, two of their respective 
activists are jointly awarded the Nobel Peace Prize for activism 

on child rights- an issue that affects both countries deeply. This is 
what they should be concentrating on anyways. Malala Yousafzai has 
cracked many a glass ceilings and makes it to the Time magazine’s 

we have our very own Kailash Satyarthi { whose last name Malala 

UK } while requesting him to invite NaMo while she invites Nawaz 
Shariff for the ceremony in December towards bi-lateral peace. 
And now to answer the million dollars question “Who is Kailash Satyarthi?” Many of us were ashamed 
that we did not know who this man was even while we all knew about Malala. To answer this question, 

pathetic record on taking care of its weak. He symbolizes the larger media problem of treating issues, 
stories or people who are not core to the middle-class India. And no , this is not a media-bashing piece- 
this is about both the media’s callousness and that of the audience it serves and the mutual ignorance 
this breeds. We did not know about Kailash Satyarthi because we are simply not interested in most 
issues outside of Delhi and Mumbai.

bashing the media, NGO’s, foreigners or anyone else for showing us in poor light, for telling us all the 
good and bad things we were not even aware of ? Time for some cleaning up of the conscience too. 
Satyarthi faced his and won a Nobel for India. God bless the man!

And NaMo has swept Maharashtra and Haryana off their feet. Rather the lumbering Congress in 
two of the biggest States of India. The ‘voteratti’ can take all the credit for helping him succeed in 
this endeavor , but no one can take away his charismatic and  unstinting efforts at re-writing history 
for the business capital and food capital’s of the country. As a master strategist and administrator he 
has proved he means business. The smaller fries are calling up desperately pleading for alliances and 
backing. Till yesterday we were hearing of splits and divorces across the political spectrum, now let’s 
see who does the talking !

When the mother-in-law’s party was voted out of power, the son-in-law’s ‘friends’ began facing the 
heat, with the killer blow coming on the eve of another crucial poll. Robert Vadra launched Skylight 
Hospitality four months after the DLF shares got listed. The shares of property developer DLF listed 

the timeline shows how the case ran parallel to the rise of UPA chairperson Sonia Gandhi’s son-in-law 
Robert Vadra’s real estate interests.

Vadra launched Skylight Hospitality four months after the DLF shares got listed, amid complaints 
of inadequate disclosure from investor associations and former business partner Kimsuk Krishna Sinha. 

With three simple words, Monica Lewinsky has broken her silence, re-entered public life, launched 
a campaign against cyber-bullying - and, quite possibly, thrown a major wrench in Hillary Clinton’s 

entitled, “Monica Lewinsky and the Internet’s Reputation Shredder.” Shortly after joining Twitter, 
Monica Lewinsky received a standing ovation on Monday, vowing to put an end to cyber bullying.

South African judge who cited the “gross negligence” the runner showed when he shot his girlfriend 

Judge Thokozile Masipa quoted when she announced the double-amputee Olympic athlete’s sentence 

serve the remainder of his sentence under house arrest. Masipa also sentenced Pistorius to three years 

weeks after Nadella remarked at a women-in-computing conference women don’t need to ask for 
raises and should just trust their ‘karma’ that the system will pay them in future.

Nadella, at a receiving end of severe public outrage for his comments, later apologized in a letter 
to the employees saying that he ‘answered that question completely wrong’ on what advice he would 
offer women who are not comfortable asking for pay raises.

please, and don’t pollute the air by bursting noisy crackers. Love the four legged creations of God 
running for their lives because of crackers going off all around them. Happy festival season !!!

A fun look at what’s going on around us. Caution: To be taken with heavy doses of humour!

t is ironic that while I

The CCI Team
Kekoo Nicholson was elected 

President of the Cricket Club of 

General Meeting recently. The CCI 

held. Kekoo S. Nicholson was elected 
President. Also elected to the 

member Darayus Mehta.

Dr. Homi Dhalla at YCZA
Dr. Homi Dhalla was at 

the YCZA (Young Collegians’ 

Association get-together at 

Institution where two interesting 
movies were shown namely; 
PARSIS- Their journey from 
Persia to India and Legacy of the 
Flame. 

The other attendees were 
Chairman Mr. Nadir Modi, Vice- 
Chairman Prof. Khurshed C. 

After the movies, the house was thrown open for questions 
and answers, where many thought-provoking questions were 
answered by Dr. Homi Dhalla. 

The attendees were offered mouth-watering snacks made by 

The New Genset
Mr. Sanjay Jadhav, 

President, Sterling and 
Wilson Powergen Pvt. 
Ltd. with their new 
Genset which is fuel and 
emission optimized and 
helps control release of 
polluting gases into the 
atmosphere, resulting in 
overall healthy living.

menu! Now the heritage restaurant is spicing things up with a 

the Speedy Corporate Crowd of South Mumbai. 

Non-veg spread, the Classic Continental Power Lunch launches 

The menu is a Gaylord Mumbai signature one with a four 
course continental offering. Patrons can choose from their 
special soups, salads and main courses and of course end on a 

What’s not to love!
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169th Salgreh of Banaji Kadmi 
Pak Atash Behram 

A Jashan Ceremony of Banaji 
Kadmi Pak Atash Behram will be 
held at Thakurdwar on Sunday 
2nd November, 2014 at 9.00 am. 
Everyone is invited to be a part of 
this auspicious ceremony.

b“pÆ L$v$du ‘pL$ Apsi bl¡fpd 
kpl¡b“u 170du iyc kpgN°¡l

W$pL$p¡fÜpf d^¡ Aph¡gp dflºd i¡W$ L$phkÆ 
bl¡fpdÆ b“pÆ“p ‘pL$ Apsibl¡fpd 
kpl¡b“u 170du iyc kpgN°¡l L$v$du 
fp¡S> kfp¡i dpl suf e.T. 1384 s’p 
il¡“iplu fp¡S> kfp¡i dpl Mp¡fv$pv$ e.T. 
1384 sp. 2Æ “h¡çbf 2014“¡ 
frhhpf khpf¡ õV$p. V$pCd 9.00 L$gpL¡$ 
Apsi bl¡fpd kpl¡b“p lp¡gdp„ V²$õV$u 
kpl¡bp¡ sfa’u S>i““u ‘rhÓ q¾$ep 
bp¡ehpgp kpl¡bp¡“u ApN¡hp“u l¡W$m 
L$fhpdp„ Aphi¡Æ.
D‘gp S>i““u ‘rhÓ q¾$epdp„ kh® 
S>f’p¡õsuAp¡“¡ V²$õV$uAp¡ sfa’u Apd„ÓZ 
Ap‘hpdp„ Aph¡ R>¡Æ.

- Diwali is a festival which brings 
people together. It’s the occasion when there is 
Laxmi Pooja, the Goddess of wealth. Diwali days are 
auspicious days to get goodness in life. What I dislike 
about the festival is that the crackers cause a lot of 
pollution in the environment. Children are employed 

materials. It just shows how child labor has been 
more in force than child education. I’m totally not 
in the favor of bursting crackers and polluting the air 
around us. 

- The glitter of lights and diyas is 
beautiful during Diwali. There is a festive atmosphere 
all around. There is a certain belief that light dispels 
darkness which can be seen everywhere in India 
during Diwali. There is a spirit of gifting and charity 
and there are yummy dryfruits and sweets offered to 
people as gifts. 

 - I like how families and friends get-
together during Diwali. There is beautiful lighting 
and decorations everywhere. Being the time of 
holidays there is a lot of tourism in Panchgani. I 
love it when my hotel is running full during Diwali 
days. We receive a lot of gifts during Diwali which 
is another thing I like about the Festival. There is 
peace and happiness everywhere. But just like every 
coin has two sides, I too have a certain dislikes about 
Diwali. I don’t appreciate the noise pollution that is 
generated during Diwali and many more 
festivals, the avoidable accidents 
caused by crackers and the fact that 

crackers instead of promoting 
their education. 

What do you feel about Diwali?

Attention Readers! : From hip to hot to happening have your say in our popular 
Old and Wise/ Young and Free column which is back by popular demand. If you would 
like to be quoted and if you want to be heard shoot us an email with your contact 
details on contribut@parsi-times.com (subject- Quote me)

- I love how Diwali brings 
a smile on everyone’s faces especially kids 
while they are bursting crackers. Those 

expressions are priceless.  And I also love 
how we have discounts and sales on almost all 

brands during Diwali. There is no differentiation in the 
casts and religion. Everyone comes together and celebrates 

beautiful lightings outside every household. Even we as 
Parsis celebrate Diwali with full energy. 

- It is a beautiful festival of lights. Almost 
the whole country is lit up with diyas and lanterns. The 
best part about it is the holidays I get and the amount of 
sweets that come home during Diwali. Even though we all 

to pay attention to amount of air pollution these crackers 
cause. If only we had a way to celebrate and take care of 
the environment at the same time, it would be great.  

- Though Diwali is an ancient Hindu festival, 
almost everyone in India irrespective of the religion they 
belong to, come together and have the time of their life. 

good over evil. It’s truly the festival of lights. It’s also the 
major shopping period of the year. This festival imparts 
an unprecedented fun, hope, value, a whole platter of 
creativity in form of making colorful rangoli patterns, 
special Diwali recepies, playing cards and making greeting 
cards. Regardless of its origin and local interpretations, 
Diwali is a day of fun, festivities and joy for people of all 
ages, throughout India. 

 – I love bursting crackers during Diwali, the 
new traditional clothes, yummy sweets and snacks, new 
hopes and aspirations for the new year, the soft glow of oil 
lamps and fairy lights.

At PARSI TIMES 
we don’t belive 

fatakras! 

fatakris!  
*wink!*

At
w

FaceBook Like: Parsi Times
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qv$gMyi: fsu ApÞV$u sdpfp¡ S>Þd L$ep„ 
A“¡ L$C kpgdp„ ’ep¡ lsp¡.

fsu ApÞV$u: dpfp¡ S>Þd 30 dpQ® 
1926dp„ “hkpfudp„ ’ep¡ lsp¡.

qv$gMyi: sdpfp Ly$Vy„$bdp„ L¡$V$gp gp¡L$p¡ 
lsp? sdpê„$ Ly$Vy„$b L$ep L$pe®dp„ ep¡Åe¡gy„ 
lsy?

fsu ApÞV$u: dpfp Ly$Vy„$bdp„ dpfp dpspr‘sp 
“¡ ldp¡ ‘p„Q bÃQp„Ap¡ lsp. 3 cpC, dpfu 
bl¡“ “¡ lº„ lsp. cpC bl¡“p¡dp„ dpfp¡ “„bf 
buÅ¡ lsp¡. ldp¡ L$p„Np (râõV$ a¡rdgu)sfuL¡$ 
Ap¡mMpsp lsp. dpfp bp‘ b‘php“p 
kde’u (râõV¹$gu a¡rdgu)
Qpgy R>¡. ldpê„$ Ly$Vy„$b bp¡e, 
“uf„Nqv$“, h„v$uv$pv$ 
A¡hu AÞe k¡hpAp¡dp„ 
ApN¡hp“u“p¡ cpN 
r“cpìep¡ lsp¡.

qv$gMyi: sdp¡A¡ 
L„$C õLy$gdp„’u rinZ 
âpá L$ey® lsy„?

fsu ApÞV$u: 
d¢ “hpT spsp 
N ë k ® 

õL|$gdp„’u dpQ® 
1 9 4 2 d p „ 
A¡kA¡kku ‘pk 
L$fu lsu.

qv$gMyi: rinL$ b“hp“p¡ rhQpf sdpfp 
d“dp„ L¡$hu fus¡ ’ep¡?

fsu ApÞV$u: bpm‘Z’u S> d¢ Ap‘Zu 
L$p¡d âÐe¡ k¡hp Ap‘hp“p¡ r“Z®e L$ep£ lsp¡. 
s¡’u ly„ ‘l¡gu A¡râg 1942dp„ dpfu S> 
õL|$gdp„ rinL$ b“u NC lsu.

qv$gMyi: Ap‘ L$ep„ rhjep¡“y„ rinZ 
Ap‘sp lsp?

fsu ApÞV$u: lº„ qarTL$g A¡X$éyL¡$i“’u 
dp„X$u“¡ AÞe rhjep¡“y„ rinZ Ap‘su lsu 
S>¡d L¡$ NyS>fpsu s¡d S> I[Ági cpjp 
iuMhpX$su lsu.

NrZs ip” ‘Z lº„ riMhpX$su lsu. d¢ 
‘p¡s¡ afu’u Nëk® NpCX$ d|hd¡ÞV$ Qpgy L$fu 
lsu S>¡ b„^ ‘X$u NC lsu.

qv$gMyi: sdpfp g‚Æh“ rhi¡“u L„$C 
ÅZL$pfu Ap‘p¡.

fsu ApÞV$u: dpfp g‚ 23du A¡râg 
1950dp„ X$p¡. ‘¡ip¡s“ afpdfp¡T ‘uf kp’¡ 
’ep lsp. X$p¡. ‘¡ip¡s“Æ Myv$ A¡L$ ^d®“p 

dlpop“u (A¡dA¡. ‘uA¡QX$u.) ’e¡gp 
Tp¡fp[õV²$e“ A“¡ õL$p¡gf lsp. 

‘¡ip¡s“ dpfp L$Tu“ ‘Z lsp 
“¡ Ap‘Zp ^d®“p rhjedp„ 
AQpf rhQpf M|b S> 
dmsp lsp. s¡’u ldpê„$ 
g‚Æh“ M|b S> kyM 
ip„rsdp„ ‘kpf ’ey„ lsy„. 
dpfp k„sp“p¡ ‘Z ApS>¡ 
Adpfu S>¡d S> ^d®“p 

L$pe®dp„ ApN¡hp“u“p¡ 
cpN gC“¡ 

A d p f u 
S> ¡dS> 

kdpS>dp„ r“:õhp’® k¡hp Ap‘¡ R>¡.
dpfp¡ v$uL$fp¡ fp¡rlÞV$“ ‘Z (A¡dA¡. 

‘uA¡QX$u.) ’ep¡ R>¡ “¡ dpfu v$uL$fu s¡ldu“p 
‘Z dpfu kp’¡ kp’¡ ^d®“p kpfp L$pddp„ 
ApN¡hp“u“p¡ cpN g¡ R>¡. 

qv$gMyi: AÐepf¡ sdp¡ L$ep„ L$pe®dp„ 
A¡ÞN¡S> R>p¡ s¡“u ÅZL$pfu S>fp Ap‘Zp 
hp„QL$p¡“¡ Ap‘p¡.
fsu ApÞV$u: lº„ AÐepf¡ 88“u he¡ lÆ 
‘Z A¡qL$V$h Ry>„. lÆ ‘Z lº„ NpdqX$ep 
õL|g s¡d S> hpqX$ep hpÃR>p õLy$gdp„ 
bÃQp„Ap¡“¡ NyS>fpsu cpjp, Ap‘Zu 
L$p¡d“p huf ‘l¡ghp“p¡“u blpvy$fu“p 
qL$õkp, NyS>fpsu Nusp¡, ^d®op““y„ 
rinZ Ap‘y„ Ry>„. lÆ ‘Z Myiê$bpNdp„ 
‘Z dpfp ^d®“p L$gpkuk Qpg¡ R>¡.

d¢ (ey)“u A¡V$g¡ L¡$ "eyÕk Ap¡“ 
eyr“e“'“p„ ‘pfku L$p¡d“p bÃQp„Ap¡ dpV¡$“p 
^d®op““p L$gpkuk“u iê$Aps L$fu lsu. 
2001“p kpgdp„ "eyÕk Ap¡“ eyr“e“' b„^ 
’hp“y„ lsy„ s¡ d¢ A“¡ dpfu kp’¡“p L$rdV$u 
d¢çbk® dmu“¡ V²$õV$uAp¡“¡ dmu ‘pRy>„ Qpgy 
L$fpìey„ lsy„.

ApS>¡‘Z lº„ Cfp“ guN“u AÞe õ‘^p® 
dpV¡$ bÃQp„Ap¡“¡ s¥epf L$ê„$ Ry>„. Äepf¡ s¡ 
bÃQp„Ap¡ C“pd Æsu“¡ gph¡ R>¡ Ðepf¡ dpfp 
qv$g“¡ k„sp¡j dm¡ R>¡. s¡d R>sp„ lº„ bp¡çb¡ 
‘pfku A¡kp¡rkA¡i“ S>¡“p C“pd S>[õV$k 
iplê$M L$p’phpgp õ‘p¡Þkf L$f¡ R>¡ s¡dp„ lº„ 
cpN g¡“pfpAp¡“u A¡ÞV²$uAp¡ dp¡L$ghp“y„ ‘Z 
L$pe® L$ê„$ Ry>„. Ap b^p L$pep®dp„ dpfp Of“p 
s¡dS> AÞe V²$õV$“p V²$õV$uAp¡“p kp’ rh“p 
dydqL$“ “’u ’C iL$sy„. s¡d“p kp’’u S> 
b^p dpfp L$pep® kam ’C iL¡$ R>¡.

qv$gMyi: sdpfu riMX$phhp“u õV$pC 
rhi¡“u ÅZL$pfu Ap‘p¡.

fsu ApÞV$u: dpfu NyS>fpsu iuMhhp“u 
õV$pCg A“p¡Mu R>¡. lº„ bÃQp„Ap¡“¡ 20-25 
rdr“V$dp„ k„‘|Z® Apëapb¡V$ hpQsp gMsp 
riMhu iLy„$ Ry>„.

qv$gMyi: sdpfp rióep¡dp„ sdpê„$ L$p¡C 
dp“usy„ rióe lsy„ L¡$?

fsu ApÞV$u: dpfp lp’ “uQ¡ sp¡ ANrZs 
rióep¡ iuMu“¡ ApS>¡ blpf ‘X$ep R>¡. s¡ 

kh® rióep¡ dpfp 
hlpgp R>¡. dpf¡ 
d“ kh® rióep¡ 
kfMp R>¡. ApS>¡ 

L$p¡CL$ rióep¡ dpsp-r‘sp, sp¡ L$p¡C hmu 
v$pv$p-v$pv$u “¡ “p“p-“p“u ‘Z ’C Nep R>¡. 
dpfp kh® rióep¡ AÞe n¡Óp¡dp„ DÃQ lp¡Øp 
D‘f R>¡. L$p¡CL$ Npd ‘fNpddp„ h¡g k¡V$ëX$ 
R>¡, sp¡ L$p¡CL$ rhv$¡ip¡dp„ h¡gk¡V$ëX$ R>¡. A¡ 
b^p dpfp rióep¡ lÆ‘Z S>epf¡ d“¡ dm¡ 
R>¡. Ðepf¡ d“¡ dp“-CÄS>s’u dm¡ R>¡. A¡ 
S> dpfu Nyê$v$rZnp R>¡ A¡d lº„ dp“y„ Ry>„. 

qv$gMyi: fsu ApÞV$u sd¡ AÐepf 
ky^udp„ L¡$V$gu ‘pfku õLy$gp¡dp„ ^d®op“ s’p 
L$õsu“p L$gpkuk Qpgy L$ep® R>¡ s¡ rhi¡ S>fp 
L$lp¡ Ap‘Zp hp„QL$p¡“¡..

fsu ApÞV$u: d¢ “hkpfu Aphp bpNdp„ 
^d®“p¡ L$gpk Qpgy L$ep£ lsp¡ S>¡ ApS>¡ ‘Z 
Qpgy R>¡.

"eyÕk Ap¡“ eyr“e“' R>¡‰p 32 hj®’u 
L|$g ‘pfku L$p¡d“u k¡hpdp„ ApS>¡ ‘Z Qpgy 
R>¡. lº„ NpdqX$ep Nëk® lpC õL|$gdp„ R>¡‰p 36 
hj®’u L$gpk Qgphy„ Ry>„. S>¡ ldZp ‘Z Qpgy 
R>¡. Myiê$bpNdp„ ‘Z dpfp ^d®“p L$gpkuk 
36 hj®’u Qpgy R>¡. hpqX$ep hpÃR>p õLy$gdp„ 
R>¡‰p ‘p„Q hj®’u L$gpkuk Qpgy L$fhpdp„ 
Apìep R>¡ S>¡ lÆ ‘Z Qpgy R>¡. s¡ R>sp„ 
lº„ b¢Npgu Nëk® lpCõL|$gdp„ 30 hj® ky^u 
A“¡ kf S>¡. S>¡. bp¡èT õL|$gdp„ 30 hj® 
A“¡ kf S>¡. S>¡. Nëk® õL|$gdp„ ‘Z 30 
hj® ky^u riMhsu lsu. Aphp bpC r‘V$uV$ 
Nëk® lpC õLy$gdp„ 10 hj®’u iuMX$phsu 
lsu. ApS>¡ ‘Z dpfp Qpgy L$fph¡gp L$õsu“p 
[õ‘t“N A“¡ rhthN“p L$gpkuk AphpbpC 
r‘V$uV$ õL|$gdp„ “¡ NpdqX$ep õL|$gdp„ aL$s 
L$õsu [õ‘t“N“p L$gpkuk S>¡ d¢ Ås¡ Qpgy 
L$fpìep lsp s¡ lÆ‘Z Qpgy R>¡.

qv$gMyi: ^d®op““p rinZ D‘fp„s 
sdpfp buÅ L$pep£ rhi¡“u ‘pfku V$pCçk“p 
hp„QL$p¡“¡ ÅZL$pfu Ap‘hp rh“„su L$ê„$ Ry>„.

fsu ApÞV$u: lº„ dpfu eyhp“u“p qv$hkp¡dp„ 
“hkpfu ip„rsv$¡hu g¡X$uT A“¡ rQëX²$“ 
L$gb“u k¡L¡$V$fu lsu. d¢ ‘pfku L$p¡d“p 
S>ê$fsd„v$ ‘pfku A“¡ das d¡qX$L$g, 
A“pS>, A¡X$eyL¡$i“ A“¡ Nfub bÃQp„Ap¡“u 
“hÅ¡s L$fphu Ap‘hp“u l¡ë‘ AÞe 
V²$õV$p¡dp„’u A‘phu R>¡. s¡d R>sp„ d¢ ‘p¡s¡ Ås¡ 

S>¡ ‘Z S>f’p¡õsuAp¡ dpfu ‘pk¡ NpCX$Þk 
dpV¡$ Apìep lsp s¡d“¡ das hp¡L¡$i“g 
NpCX$“k“u k¡hp ‘Z Ap‘u R>¡. lº„ dy„bC, 
“hkpfu, kyfs hN¡f¡ Npd¡ Npd S>C“¡ ^d®“p 
âhQ“p¡ Ap‘su lsu.

qv$gMyi: Ap‘“p AÞe L$pep£dp„ sdy“¡ 
âpá ’e¡gp C“pd rhi¡ ÅZu“¡ ‘pfku L$p¡d 
Np¥fh A“ych¡ R>¡.

fsu ApÞV$u: ’¡ÞL$k. d¢ AÐepf ky^u“u 
tS>v$Nudp„ rhrh^ k„õ’pAp¡ sfa’u 14 
‘yfõL$pf âpá L$ep® R>¡. spS>¡sfdp„ d“¡ 31 
qX$k¡çbf 2013dp„ 10du hëX®$ L$p¢N°¡k 
sfa’u "A“ku“ rlfp¡C“'“p¡ ‘yfõL$pf dþep¡ 
lsp¡, S>¡ d¡mhu lº„ M|b S> âkß ’C Ry>„.

qv$gMyi: ‘pfku dpspr‘sp s’p 
bÃQpAp¡ dpV¡$ L„$C k„v$¡i Ap‘ip¡?

fsu ApÞV$u: ApS>L$pg“p dpspr‘sp 
‘p¡sp“p bpmL$p¡ ârs Ýep“ Ap¡Ry>„ Ap‘¡ R>¡. 
s¡d“p õLy$g“p cfsf s’p V$e|i“ L$gpkuk 
kp’¡ s¡Ap¡“¡ h¡L¡$i“dp„ ^d® op“, Ah¡õsp 
g¡ÞN¡h¡S>“p L$gprktdp dp¡L$gu ‘pfku ^d®“y„ 
op“ A‘ph¡ sp¡ bpmL$p¡“¡ Ap‘Zp ^d® sfa 
gpNZu fl¡i¡ “¡ s¡Ap¡ ApNm S>sp Ap‘Zu 
L$p¡ddp„ g‚ L$fi¡ “¡ Ap‘Zu hõsu h^y 
h^i¡. A¡ S> dpfu rh“„su R>¡.

qv$gMyi: ‘pfku V$pCçk“p hp„QL$p¡“¡ dpV¡$ 
L$p¡C k„v$¡ip¡?

fsu ApÞV$u: ‘l¡gp sp¡ A¡ L¡$ ‘pfku 
V$pCçk b^p he“p gp¡L$p¡ hp„Qu iL¡$ s¡hy„ lp¡hy„ 
S>ê$fu R>¡. L$pfZ ‘pfku V$pCçk Ap‘Zp 
kdpS>“y„ Np¥fh R>¡, S>¡dp„ Ap‘Z¡ AÞe 
‘pfku b“php¡, ^d®op““u hN¡f¡“u ‘pfku 
L$p¡d rhi¡“u ÅZL$pfu“u ‘prá ’pe R>¡ S>¡ 
Mf¡S> ÅZhp gpeL$“u hpsp¡ lp¡e R>¡. buSy>„ 
dpf¡ A¡ L$l¡hy„ R>¡ L¡$ ‘pfku V$pCçkdp„ h^pf¡ 
âdpZdp„ NyS>fpsu k¡L$i“ lp¡hy„ AÐe„s 
S>ê$fu R>¡ L$pfZ OZp dp¡V$u he“p “¡ Npd-
‘fNpd“p gp¡L$p¡ NyS>fpsu cpjp“p g¡Mp¡ 
hp„Qhpdp„ Ap“„v$ d¡mh¡ R>¡.

qv$gMyi: ’¡ÞL$ey fsu ApÞV$u Ap‘Zp¡ 
L$udsu kde Ap‘hp dpV¡$. sdpfu kp’¡ hps 
L$fu“¡ lº„ M|b S> âkß A“¡ ^Þe ’C Ry>„. 
fsu ApÞV$u-h¡ëL$ b¡V$u qv$gMyi.

kv$p Ap‘Zu ‘pfku L$p¡d“u S>eS>eL$pf 
’pe “¡ ‘pfku V$pCçk L$p¡d“u k¡hpdp„ eyNeyN 
ky^u r“:õhp’® k¡hp bÅhsy„ fl¡ A¡ S> lº„ 
CÃRy>„ Ry>„.

‘pfku L$p¡d“y„ Np¥fh: fspdpe ‘¡ip¡s“ ‘uf
‘pfku L$p¡d“p ÅZusp-dp“usp â¿eps dlp^d®op“u s’p NyS>fpsu cpjp“p rhÜp“ (dlprióe) 

fspdpe ‘¡ip¡s“ ‘uf kp’¡“u A¡L$ dygpL$ps

kde’u (râõV¹$gu a¡rdgu))))))))))))))))
Qpgy R>¡. ldpê„$ Ly$Vy„$b bpppp¡eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee,
“uf„Nqv$“, h„v$uv$pv$ 
A¡hu AÞe k¡hpAp¡dp„ 
ApN¡hp“u“p¡ cpN 
r“cpìep¡ lsp¡.

qv$gMyi: sdp¡A¡ 
L„CCC õLy$gdp„’u rinZ 
âpá L$ey® lsy„?

fsu ApÞVV$u:
d¢ “hpT spspp  
N ë k ® 

dlpop“u (AdA. ‘uAQX$u.) ’egp 
Tp¡fp[õV²$e“ A“¡ õL$p¡gf lsp.

‘¡ip¡s“ dpfp L$Tu“ ‘Z lsp 
“¡ Ap‘Zp ^d®“p rhjedp„ 
AQpf rhQpf M|b S> 
dmsp lsp. s¡’u ldpê„$ 
g‚Æh“ M|b S> kyM 
ip„rsdp„ ‘kpf ’ey„ lsy„. 
dpfp k„sp“p¡ ‘Z ApS>¡ 
Adpfu S>¡d S> ^d®“p 

L$pe®dp„ ApN¡hp“u“p¡ 
cpN gC“¡ 

A d p f u 
S> ¡dS> 

Q®

k

l y
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Dilkhush Bhandara: Rati 
Aunty, please tell us about 
your childhood and the 
atmosphere in which you 
were brought up?
Ratamai Peer: I was born on 
30th March, 1926 in Navsari. 
In my family were my parents 

me. We were three brothers 
and two sisters in total. I was 
born second.  We were known 

 
Vendidaad.
D.B.:  Where did you study?
R.P.: I was in Navaz Tata Girls 

from there in 1942.
D.B.:  What made you take 
up education and teaching 
yourself? 
R.P.: 

school, this time as a teacher! 

and even Mathematics! I was 
responsible for the revival 

which had been latent for a 

D.B.:  So when did you get 
married? 
R.P.: 
23rd April, 1950 to Dr. 

matched as well. We lived a 
happy married life.

Rohinton has done his M.A. and 

work.
D.B.:  What keeps you 
occupied these days?
R.P.: 
active as ever! I still teach 

of Gamadia School and Wadia 

children.

active till the Committee and 

Till date, I am involved in 

children win prizes for their 
efforts.

I also co-ordinate the 

the help of my family and the 

D.B.:  You are so popular for 
your Gujarati teaching. Tell us 
about your style of teaching.
R.P.: 
teach kids the entire alphabet 

D.B.:  Do you have any favorite 
students? 
R.P.: 
children and they are all 

are parents and some are even 

well settled. Where ever they 

me love and respect when they 
meet me and this is my reward 
as a teacher.
D.B.:  You have truly helped 
spread the Gujarati language 
in schools across Mumbai. Can 
you tell us more about this 
effort of yours?
R.P.: 

past 32 years

36 years

on)

Wadia Vatcha School, 5 years

Sir J J Girls School, 30 years

in Avabai petit School and 
Gamadia School are still 

D.B.:  Could you tell the 
Readers of Parsi Times about 
your activities other than the 
Dharmagyan Classes?
R.P.: 
Navsari I was the Secretary 
of the Shantidevi Ladies and 

been able to co-ordinate with 

D.B.:  As a Community we take 
great pride when someone 

helped us grow is awarded 
and rewarded. What do you 
feel about it?
R.P.: 

of my life I have received 14 

In fact on the 31st of December, 
2013, at the 10th World 

which really pleased me.
D.B.:  Do you have any message 
for the Parsi Times readers, 
both parents and children? 
R.P.: 

their children. The same way 

classes to keep them interested 

there are more chances that 
they marry into the fold!
D.B.:  Any message or 
special words for Parsi Times 
Readers….
R.P.: My advice is that more 

D.B.:  Thank you for spending 
your valuable time with us 
and sharing your knowledge 
and life story. I am honored to 
have taken your interview.
R.P.: 

 
time.

The Pride of the Parsi Community: Ratamai Peshotan Peer
Parsi Times Reporter Dilkhush C. Bhandara has the pleasure of sitting down for an interview with a stalwart of the Community,  

Mrs. Ratamai Peshotan Peer who shares with us her deep knowledge of religion and her passion for the Gujarati language.
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To thousands it is the real mother for it yields the 

no clue to which way to turn, what course to adopt, 

scriptures are the practical instructors on how well we 
can reorganize our inner ways of thinking, feeling and 

our religious scriptures is to illuminate all humanity of 

power to awaken our eternal consciousness and 

forces that is perpetually raging in the hearts of 

people in the opponents’ camp Arjuna was confused 
and in a state of despondency opened his heart to 

attachment to his own people that clouded his senses 

as if distilled the essence of all religions and offered it 

By P.T. Writer Piroja Jokhi

Biker Boy!

motto is to ride 

conquering the 

u n c h a r t e r e d 

delight of the proud owner 

were much pleased, thrilled 

Tiger, through sheer 

own a horse & then win a 

is also equally passionate 

in this line of horse racing 

luck for further laurels & 

alone and are looking for a companion or you want to teach alonalon

and is extremely 

many other animals, experience 

do not understand the cacophony 

run in terror, trying to escape from 

and promote a peaceful and 
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Akg“p rkL$L$pAp¡, b¡ÞL$“p¡V$, 
õV¡$çàk, L$hfp¡, dpQukg¡bg, 

r‘L$Qk® L$pX®$, àg¡INL$pX®$, 
rkNpf¡V$ L$pX®$, I[Ági A¡L$V$fp¡“p 
‘p¡õV$ L$pX®$, ap¡V$pAp¡, Ap¡V$p¡N°pa 

A“¡ L$g¡L$i“p¡ gCiy„. 
9987599908

CLASSIFIEDS

SPITAMAAN CREATION
FAIR DEAL - SHOP

at Boyce Agiary Estate - 
Tardeo. 

Embroidered Kurties, 

Sadra, Kusti, Toran.
Bailiff & Sons
9819620666

Please do note that while we are happy to bring the Community together via our Classified Section we are not responsible and do not endorse any product or service advertised in our Classified Section and will not 
be held responsible by any third party for the content of the ad space.

Parsi Owned & Driven 
SWIFT D’ZIRE CAR

(A.C. & IN GOOD 
CONDITION)

AVAILABLE ON HIRE 
FOR OUTSTATION AND 

WITHIN MUMBAI.
PLEASE CONTACT

ROHINTON - 9223395255

D. Shamji & Co.
PARSI DAGLI

Shirts | Pants | Safari Suits
Bhupendra Gohil

22663131 / 9821005381
143-B, Perin Nariman 
Street, (Bazargate Street), 

Fort, Mumbai - 1
dshamji33@gmail.com
www.dshamjidagli.com

DRESSMAKERS/ TAILORS

INNOVA Triple A/C 
utmost comfortable & 

reasonable rate, driven 
by Parsi owner for local, 

outstation and happy 
occasion, Kurish Bailiff: 

Travel Comfortably in 
Brand New A/c

INNOVA/SKODA RAPID
Reasonable Rates & with 

Excellent Service. 
To Udvada, Navsari, 

Surat, Mahableshwar, 
Shirdi, Goa etc.
Contact Navaaz

9819244454 / 9322279869

TRAVEL WITH SHYAM
Travel in A/c Innova and 
Honda city to Udwada / 
Navsari / Surat / Shirdi / 
Nashik / Pune / Panchgani 
/ Mahabaleshwar etc. and 
all over India.
1 day Udwada – Rs.5,000/- 

for 7 persons 
Airport transfers – 

Rs.1,500/- also local, 
Wedding & Navjote 

functions
CONTACT: 98203 67891

9820987891

TRAVEL Comfortably in 
Mahindra Xylo, 3 Row 
A/C on hire at reasonable 
rate for Airport, Navjote, 
Wedding, Outstation. 

Contact Hutoxi 
9819408576/9819648099.

CLOCK REPAIRS
Repairs of English /German 
Grandfather Clocks, 
Quarter Chimers, Carriage 
Clocks, Pocket / Wrist 
Watches. Contact: Cyrus 
Khambatta: 26042635, 
9820895967, 9820257919.

Washing Machine / 
Dishwasher / Dryer/ 
Microwave Oven / 

Refrigerator / AC / LCD / 
PLAZMA / LED

Contact NATIONAL
(SAHIL) 9967000466/ 

24034358
One Year Gaurantee

EXCEL ELECTRONICS
REPAIRS

LCD, LED, Television
DVD Player, Audio 
System
Washing Machine, 
Refrigerator, 
Microwave, AC
Computer

For Details:
9322417064, 9820308174

KNOW ABOUT ANYONE 
ANYTHING ON PHONE. 

Pay afterward 
Rs. 500 per question. 

Mistry 9769658808

Stitched as per your size & 
sample. Also readymade 
available. Delivery charges will 
be extra. On readymade Sadra 
& Lehenga of  same size, Qty. 1 
dozen, 1 Sadra & Lehenga of  
same size free.

WORRIED WITH PROBLEMS
IMMEDIATE SOLUTION

Love Marriage, Business, 
Freedom from Other 

Women/Enemies
House Problems, 

Muthkarni, Vashikaran, 
Black Magic.

Any Work 100% 
Satisfaction.

RAZA BENGALI 
09756434001

URGENT REQUIREMENT 
for teacher 

at a reputed Playgroup 
in Goregaon East.

love being with children and 
good at Drawing.

Preferred age group 25 
to 40 yrs.

Contact Principal - 
9870189885.

WHITE & COLOURED
Old/Antique 

Beads or Torans
And Long Brown, Yellow & 

Purple
Cylindrical beads
Maharukh Mistry
9867417925

diu“’u V$p„L$u“u kapC, ^prd®L$ 
õ’mp¡ / ‘pZu“p Ly$hp“u kapC 

/ kp¡kpeV$u / dpmuep“u 
‘pZu“u V$p„L$uAp¡ (kpdp“ 

lV$pìep hNf) kapC dpV¡$ k„‘L®$ 
ep¡Nu 9820776583 / 

9167677673.

For protecting/ recovering 
Parsi Charity Properties 
free advice/ assistance 

available Contact 
namodi2008@gmail.com / 

22834697

TEMPO Trucks available 
ON HIRE. We Undertake 
contracts of shifting 
household furniture, etc, 
with skilled labout.

Contact Dutta 
9821319228 / 9820006236

DEEKAY PACKERS & MOVERS
National, International 
Clearing, Forwarding, 

Vehicles, Pets
14 Years Experience

Kersi
+919892014580, 
+919892922006

ARMAITY & RASHID D. 
BAMANBEHRAM

First Parsi Lady Videographer
Famous Press Photographer
Ex. Special Executive Magistrate

HD. VIDEOSHOOTING
PHOTOGRAPHY & ALBUMS

Wedding, Navjotes, 
Birthdays & Engagements

Contact: 6/3, Khareghat Colony, 
Hughes Road, Mum-7

armaitybamanbehram@yahoo.com
Armaity: 9820188266
Rashid: 9820224667

PHOTOGRAPHY/VIDEOGRAPHY

ER. 
Tel.: 22077405 / 9892367319

Gujarati Ward Boy 
available for day and 

night duty to take care of 
old age patient please 

Call : 8097241150

Every action of ours is motivated 
by a desire to get reward or the 
fruit of action. Actions done with 
expectation of rewards bring 
bondage. Brooding over the result 
and hankering after the fruits one 
is tempted to resort to means 
fair and foul to attain his end. By 
dedicating all activities to God, and 
surrendering to Him one can be free 
of bondage. But renunciation of 
fruit in no way means indifference 
to the efforts. Without desire for 
result one must be fully engrossed 

him. Swadharma which is the 
nature of duty to be performed, 
must be followed without seeking 
the fruits of action, accepting Him 
as the true doer and himself as a 
mere instrument.

Desire, greed and anger are the 
three broad gateways to hell. Desire 
leads to greed, greed to anger and 

frustration. A devotee is one who 
bears no grudge against any one, is 
merciful to all. He has dedicated his 
mind and soul to God, meditating 
with full faith and dedicating all at 
His feet. 

It is a common belief that there 
is no place for religion in mercantile 
or in day to day life. If we devote 
a certain time for our daily prayers 
we can please God and get His 
blessings. Gita has dispelled this 
delusion. What cannot be followed 
in our day to day practice cannot 
be called religion. In fact Gita 
teaches us how daily life can be 

and peace of mind. Our body 
is the temple of God. When we 

abode of the Divine, all our acts 
of service to the body will have a 
spiritual thrust, routine bath will be 
a spiritual ritual, meals an offering 
and routine chores will be prayers. 
Thus by dedicating all activities to 

God we can become free from the 
bondage. 

In a clear and wonderful way 
the supreme Lord Krishna cleared 
Arjuna’s doubt one by one. 
Experiencing the cosmic vision 
Arjuna exclaimed, “O my Lord! My 
delusion has been destroyed, I will 
now abide by Thy will.” With the 
realization that the inward seer 
is ever present in our hearts, and 
we like Arjuna, with a desire for 
knowledge turn to Him, He is ever 
ready to shelter us. Let us create in 
ourselves a desire for true religious 
knowledge, a thirst for spiritual 
inquiry! 

The Bhagavad Gita is such 
a transcendental book that 
men of every creed, age and 
religion will read it with respect, 

of their respective religions. 
Glory to Gita! Glory to the One 

who placed Gita before men of this 
world to attain liberation!
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P.T. will now be delivered to your doorstep fresh and early, Saturday morning from 

Joining the 
Parsi Times 
pages with 
some fun, 
interesting 
and quirky 
things to do 
online, is 
Yazdi Tantra. 

A Chartered Accountant by 
training, Computer Consultant 
by Profession, Entrepreneur 
Developer by hobby and 

Look up his latest blog www.
ConsumerResources.in for 
some useful resources, and 
on-lyne.blogspot.in for some 

Salient Eye is a home security system which you can setup using 
your old Android Smartphone. It is very simple to use either 
at home or at work. Just download the app, set it up on your 
android phone, and place your phone pointing to a strategic area 
such as  the door or the window where a break-in is most likely. 
It uses the phone’s camera to detect motion. Once it detects 
a break-in, it will start taking pics and 
instantly send the pics to you on email or 

evidence is gathered, it will also sound an 
alarm.
So now, your old / used smartphone can 
double up as a Burglar Alarm ! What next ??

Name... Jessica Cyrus Karbhari.

I work at... AIMIA - a loyalty program 
management company 

I work as... Executive Assistant.

That basically means... I assist the 
Executive Director.

My work day begins with...  A hug from my work buddies

I love this about my job...It’s a fun place to work – I have a 
very understanding boss & very helpful colleagues.  

The icing on the cake is that the office  
is just 10 minutes away from home.

I wish this would change about my job...  A better salary!.

I have been working here for... A little over 2 years.

I head to office and head back home at these times... 
9:30 am – 6:30 pm. 

Some of the things that make up my work day… I love working 
at Aimia. I share a special rapport with almost everyone & their 

encouragement & support sees me through trying times

Someone I think has an interesting job is… Flight attendants, as 
they get to meet unique & different people every single day.

Dear Mamaiji, 
You always make me read the Gujarati 
calendar date from the front page of 
the Parsi Times. Today is Adar Roj. What 
does that mean?
Dear Dikri,

Today is Adar Roj. The day of Adar Yazad. Adar Yazad is the 
Divinity of the Sacred, Holy Atash (FIre). Adar thus is very physical 
as are the Earth and the Plants and Waters. Adar Yazad is enthroned 
in every Zoroastrian Fire Temple. He receives our prayers and 
‘forwards’ these to the Creator, God, Ahura Mazda. The Holy Fire is 
considered the Son of the Lord. Fire, as one of the elements, is also 
present in every human in the form of Energy, Heat and Light. Adar 

lead a brilliant, radiant life or let it lie quietly, like embers on a coal, 

and spiritual strength  and sustenance. Praying to Adar Yezad is 

on the Flame of life within.  A few decades ago, most Zarthosthi 
families had a family Fire glowing in their own homes. However, this 
practice has almost vanished.  We can still invite and ‘enthrone’ Adar 
Yazad and Ardibehst Amshaspand at home, by lighting an oil or ghee 
lamp and tending to it with our Prayers.  

With inputs from Parvez J.  Daruwala

This Diwali gift your loved 
ones the tools to style their 

hair. It’s no surprise that now 
both men and women are styling 
their hair. Everyone has become 
conscious about their look and 
style! It’s also no secret that 
blow drying can damage your 

dry your hair can be extremely 
inconvenient. If you can’t avoid 
blow-drying, you can still avoid 
the damage by knowing the 
tricks of the trade.

Always make sure you use 
a dryer with atleast 1800 watts 
because anything lesser than 
that wouldn’t dry the hair fully 

which inturn would make the 
hair frizz if the hair isn’t dried 
100%.

There are many options to 
choose from when shopping for 
a blow dryer. Travel size, full 
size, cold shot, speed settings, 
and heat settings are just a few 
of the conveniences to consider. 
To give yourself the most control 
over the heat damage your hair 
receives, choose a blow dryer 
with atleast 2 heat settings. 
Unless you are trying to achieve 
a style that requires high heat, 
you can reduce the risk to 
your hair by blow-drying on a 
lower heat setting. Blow dryer 
attachments such as diffusers 
can also help by reducing the 
intensity of the blast of hot air. 
Diffusers are useful for styles 
that take advantage of hair with 
a natural curl, as the diffused 
air encourages the curl rather 
than blasting them.

Ask your stylist to analyse 
your hair and recommend the 
appropriate styling product. It 
is important to select a good 
styling product. Using a styling 
product specially designed for 
your hair will facilitate the 
styling process and cut down 

on the time spent blow drying. 
Pay close attention to the hair 
type (curly, frizzy, normal, 
or limp hair) and the type of 
style a product is designed 
for. Texturizing lotions will 
smoothen and add shine to 
your hair with only light hold, 
while hair gel provides more 
hold, but also increases drying 
time. Hairspray is a great way 

won’t facilitate the blow-drying 
process. Many styling products 
also contain a low-level SPF, 
which will prevent additional 
damage from the sun. Because 
of the drying effects of blow 
drying on your hair, it is 
especially important to avoid 
styling products that will dry 
your hair further, such as 
bleaching products or alcohol-
based hair gel.

Don’t forget that other 
heated styling devices, such as 
straightening or curling irons 
require heat activated leave in 
conditioners or it can add to the 
heat-related damage done to 
your hair. Make sure the plates 
of the heated tools are ceramic 
so it can smoothen the cuticles 
and avoid breakage of hair. 
Remember your hair is fragile 
so handle it with care!

Salient Eye

Submitted by: 
Shahvir Bhathena
Age: 8 Years

Subbmitted by: 
Shah hvir Bhathena
Age: 8 Years

Purveen Dubash is a chef with many knives in her pretty home 
kitchen cabinet. From TV anchor to educator to author she is armed 
with culinary skills to put your tummy into a hypnotic state. We 
are proud to present to you her recipes which have the unique 
distinction of being not only simple to follow but yummy to taste!

Ingredients:
4 cups prawns
50 grams ‘Kashmiri’ chilies
4 medium onions
½ cup oil
1 cup vinegar
2 tablespoons cumin seeds
½ kg. jaggery
100 grams garlic (peeled)
Salt to taste
2 teaspoons turmeric
Directions:
Soak the chilies in vinegar for two 
hours. Apply salt and turmeric on 

the prawns. Drain the chilies. Add cumin 
seeds and garlic. Grind.

onions. Add the masala. 
Add the vinegar, jaggery and prawns. 
Cook for 10-15 minutes. Cool and bottle in 
clean jars.

Prawn Pickle
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The purpose of the school is 
to see the deaf children overcome 

their hearing impairment as 
early as possible by using oral 
language and communication, 
in order to participate equally 
in a hearing world.

Abhishek Shome, at 
age 3 years, was not 
speaking at all, because 

he was hearing-impaired. At 
4 he started speaking like any 
other child. In the year 2008, 
he completed his graduation. 
At his job interview in a 
nationalized Bank, he discussed 
football and spoke about his 
favorite team MU. A part of the 
Bank today, he is preparing for 
his JAIIB Banking Examinations, 
and is due for a promotion 
soon.

Abhishek is one of the many 
sunshine stories at the Central 
School for the Education of 
the Deaf (CSED), making a 
difference in the lives of deaf 
children. 

Started in 1966 by Rhoda 
and Adal Parukh in their living 
room with just 10 students and 
3 teachers, they worked on the 
principle of oral language and 
conversation to teach children 
with speech and hearing 
disability.

The baton having been 
since passed on to their 
daughter Mary and her 
husband Jimmy Behlihomji, 
CSED has today grown 
into a vibrant school 
and infant training 
center, complete 
w i t h 

educational and specialized 
audiometric testing facilities.  

The children are not only 
taught academic subjects, but 
are also involved in various 
extra-curricular activities 
such as swimming, karate, 
dance, music, etc. and they 
participate in outdoor picnics 

On 29th September 2014, 
two days prior to Senior Citizens’ 
Day, accompanied by Mary & 
Jimmy Behlihomji, nearly 20 
children from CSED entertained 
the residents of the old age 
home – F.S. Parukh Dharamshala 
-with poems, plays, songs and 
dances. The joy and revelry 
experienced by all those who 

in words. Towards the end of 
the programme many of the 
residents joined the children in 
their merriment. 

The children had not only 
practiced and rehearsed for 
the show with great effort and 

resolution, 
but they 
had also 
w o r k e d 

hard at 
c r e a t i n g 
hand painted 
pillow cases 
for the 
residents to 
show their 
love and 
solidarity for 
them. The 
r e s i d e n t s , 

who were unable to be present 
for the show, were also 
personally presented the gifts 
in their rooms by the children. 
This wonderful gesture on the 
part of the children brightened 
them up, and brought much 
needed variation to their 
routine lives.  

It was a heartwarming 
experience not only for the 100 
residents and the members of 
the Ladies Committee of the 
Dharamshala, but also for Mr. 
& Mrs. Behlihomji who had 
brought so much joy to the old 
residents of the Dharamshala. 

1 out of every 100 Indian 
children has a hearing or 
speaking problem. Very few 

of a school as devoted to the 
cause of the hearing impaired 
as CSED. 

 “A deaf child’s formative 
years as with all children, are 
the most crucial years of their 
development,” explained Mary 

Behlihomji. “They need to 
be nurtured, encouraged and 

to their maximum potential. 
This may sound simple and easy 
to accomplish but it is not so”, 
she continued. 

“At CSED these youngsters, 
be they profoundly or severely 
deaf, be they rich or poor, be 
they Hindu, Muslim, Sikh or 
Christian, they are all taught to 
‘listen, learn and talk’ – aided 
with the best available hearing 
aids and a totally dedicated 

teaching staff,” added Jimmy. 
The ultimate goal of CSED is 

to integrate these children into 
normal schools. 

 “Kindness is the language 

which deaf can hear” suits best to 
the loving children at CSED. Kudos 
to their effort and loving nature. 
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Parsi Times follows the hearing impaired cheerful children of CSED to Parukh Dharamshala where we learn that no disability curbs the ability to love.


